Abstract: When a symmetric, positive, isomorphism between a re exive Banach space (that is densely and compactly embedded in a Hilbert space) and its dual varies smoothly over a Banach space, its eigenvalues vary in a Lipschitz manner. We calculate the generalized gradient of the extreme eigenvalues at an arbitrary crossing. We apply this to the generalized gradient, with respect to a coe cient in an elliptic operator, of (i) the gap between the operator's rst two eigenvalues, and (ii) the distance from a prescribed value to the spectrum of the operator.
The Result
Intent on studying the variation in the eigenvalues of an elliptic operator under variations in its measurable coe cients we work in the context of a Gelfand triple. That is, a re exive Banach space V , a Hilbert space H, and a continuous, injective imbedding i : V ! H with dense image. The adjoint of i is consequently a continuous, injective imbedding i 0 : H ! V 0 with image dense in V 0 , the dual of V .
We recall, see, e.g., Wloka W] , that this setting permits a representation of V 0 in terms of the continuous extension of ( ; ) H , the inner product on H, to V V 0 .
Within L(V; V 0 ), the space of bounded linear transformations from V to V 0 we shall consider, after Spagnolo S] , the class E(V ) of symmetric, positive, isomorphisms. That is, those A 2 L(V; V 0 ) satisfying (Au; v) H = (u; Av) H ; u; v 2 V; kvk 2 V (Av; v) H kvk 2 V ; v 2 V; for some xed positive and .
We shall assume that A depends smoothly on its \coe cients" by requiring that A 2 C 1 (B (f 0 ); E(V )) where B (f 0 ) fg 2 X : kf 0 ? gk X < g and E(V ) inherits the uniform operator topology from L(V; V 0 ). 
That is,
Applying the maximin of (2.1) throughout now gives the desired result. Of course the ease with which one is able to calculate the generalized gradient will depend greatly on one's choice of representation for 1= k . When k = 1 there is general agreement that (2.1) does the job. For here
with the maximum being attained at E 1 1 (f). Formally, the generalized gradient of a maximum is the convex hull of the gradient of the function being maximized, evaluated at it's maximizers. That is
Special cases of this formula have appeared in Polak and Wardi PW] (symmetric matrices) and Cox and Overton CO] (a Sturm{Liouville problem).
When k > 1 (2.1) is no longer a simple maximum principle and moreover the class of maximizing subspaces remains poorly understood. Three alternate representations have appeared in existing work on the generalized gradient at a 3 multiple eigenvalue. All were con ned to the treatment of symmetric matrices and the two earlier attempts required considerable digressions. We take up these works in the order of their appearance.
Gollan G], with a representation where P k?1 (f) is the orthogonal projection of H onto k?1 i=1 E i (f), simply shifted the di culty from the constraint to the objective function. When k (f) is distinct from k?1 (f) (e.g., if k and f are the j and f 0 of (1.1)) the projection is di erentiable and hDP k?1 (f); gi : E k (f) ! E ? k (f). In this case one achieves equality in (2.3). The apparent drawback to the approaches of G] and C] is that while the generalized gradient of a higher eigenvalue was found to be free of the derivatives of any previous eigenfunctions, the proof of the formula nonetheless required one to di erentiate eigenfunctions. This is simply an artifact of poor representation of 1= k (f). Hiriart{ Urruty and Ye HY] have chosen the more clever characterization where Q m is the class of rank m projections on H. Overton and Womersley OW] and Hiriart{Urruty and Ye HY] have independently computed the generalized gradient of (2.4). In this way one arrives at the same formula as C].
We now extend these results to the in nite dimensional setting of the previous section via a representation of 1= k (f) that is no more costly to di erentiate than that for 1= 1 (f). This will permit us to essentially lift the corresponding result from CO, Theorem 4.3], which, admittedly, was lifted from Cl, Theorem 2.8].
In particular, with respect to (1.1), we choose a value ! 2 ( j?1 (f 0 ); j (f 0 )) and note that under the hypotheses of Lemma 1 there exist positive and for which j?1 (f) + < ! < j (f) ? ; 8f 2 B (f 0 ): 
where, as in the proof of Lemma 1, K(!) is the maximum of kR(f; !)k 2 kDA(f)k over B (f 0 ). As a supremum of uniformly Lipschitz functions, f 7 ! (f) is Lipschitz. Carrying this argument slightly further we nd f 7 ! (R(f; !)u; u) H to be C 1 (B (f 0 )). For Pick u n 2 E 1 j (f n + t n g) and note that q n (R(f n + t n g; !)u n ; u n ) H ? (R(f n ; !)u n ; u n ) H t n = ?(hDA(f n + t n g); giR(f n + t n g; !)u n ; R(f n + t n g; !)u n ) H ; (2:7) where 0 t n t n by the mean value theorem. In passing to the limit in (2.7) we rst establish that u n ! u 0 2 E j (f 0 ) in H. By de nition, (A(f n + t n g)u n ; u n ) H = j (f n + t n g):
As j and A are respectively uniformly bounded and coercive over B (f 0 ), we have ku n k V C. Via the re exivity of V we nd that u n * u 0 in V and therefore strongly in H and V 0 . The H convergence yields u 0 2 S 1 H so u 0 is nontrivial. That u 0 is indeed an eigenfunction follows from passing to the limit in (A(f n + t n g)u n ; v) H = j (f n + t n g)(u n ; v) H ; v 2 V: 6 The right hand side poses no problem while the left is best written (u n ; A(f n + t n g)v) H . As A(f n + t n g) ! A(f 0 ) in L(V; V 0 ) we nd A(f n + t n g)v ! A(f 0 )v in V 0 for each v 2 V . Hence,
That (f 0 ) is in fact j (f 0 ) follows from the ordering of the eigenvalues at each f n +t n g and the fact that the limiting eigenvalues completely exhaust the spectrum of A(f 0 ), see Boccardo and Marcellini BM] .
As R(f n + t n g; !) ! R(f 0 ; !) in L(V 0 ; V ) we nd R(f n + t n g; !)u n ! R(f 0 ; !)u 0 = ? (f 0 )u 0 in V:
As hDA(f n + t n g); gi ! hDA(f 0 ); gi in L(V; V 0 ) we may nally pass to the limit in (2.7), and so nd o (f 0 ; g) = lim n!1 q n ? 2 (f 0 )(hDA(f 0 ); giu 0 ; u 0 ) H (f 0 ; g):
Hence, if 2 @ (f 0 ) then h ; gi (f 0 ; g) for each g 2 X. That is 0 max 2 h ? ; gi; 8g 2 X: Now minimizing in g over X clearly produces 0 = min g2X max 2 h ? ; gi:
As E 1 j (f 0 ) is compact in V and kDA(f 0 )k is nite we nd to be compact in X 0 . That a continuous bilinear functional over a product of convex sets (with at least one being compact), possesses a saddle point follows, e.g., from Barbu and Precupanu BP, Theorem 3.7, Chapter 2]. If (ĝ;^ ) is this saddle point then h^ ? ; gi = 0; 8g 2 X; that is =^ and so @ (f 0 ) . To recover our claim on @ j (f 0 ) we observe that
